Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence.

1. The teacher asked her students to _________ with a partner on the project.
   - colaborate
   - collate
   - collaborate
   - corlate

2. My sister was so upset that she could hardly form a _________ sentence.
   - coherent
   - coherent
   - composite
   - coposite

3. E-mail makes it easy to _________ with someone who lives far away.
   - conincide
   - correspond
   - coincide
   - comrespond

4. My parents and siblings are so busy that it is difficult to _________ family activities.
   - confound
   - cofound
   - conordinate
   - coordinate

5. These cookies _________ only natural ingredients like oats and honey.
   - contain
   - cospire
   - comtain
   - conspire

6. Mr. Ramirez eats lunch each day with his favorite _________ at work.
   - corlage
   - collage
   - colleague
   - coleague

7. Every day in summer, the little kids _________ on the ice-cream truck.
   - confer
   - converge
   - comverge
   - corfer

8. We adopted a new puppy so our dog Lady will have a _________
   - copanion
   - companion
   - comittee
   - committee

9. Your new eyeglasses really _________ the color of your eyes.
   - colroborate
   - conplement
   - complement
   - corroborate

10. All the data on the computer was _________, and Lisa lost all her work.
    - corrupted
    - convenient
    - corrupted
    - covenient